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HR testing world used not to be this way. People used to solve for fun, used to solve
within acceptable time limits (one of goals of removing time factor is to remove stress,
not to add extra), used to have a healthy point of view towards tests. And didn’t cheat
that much to get a score. There always have been, however, some ludicrous
exceptions; as just said, exceptions. Sarcastic language follows.
It’s been some years now that things are not like this. Rivalry between testees as if
they were knights fighting for princess’ heart or as starving people in front of a single
plate of food. Just to add here,no matter our “high scores”, we haven’t - and it seems
we won’t - solved the problem of people starving at 21st century. Things that follow
are several ways of cheating, solving-a-test-a-whole-year candidates and strange test
normings (for commercial purposes). This, also, brought the result of over twenty 190
scores awarded within people of the same generation. Don’t forget the ones not tested
yet. Poor extraterrestrials, all high IQ is on earth, no place for you.
Statistics, however, seem to be more intelligent than us and set things as they should
be. Reminding us rarity. If a lot with the same trait appear, then it can’t be thought of
as rare.
So, let there be a test of forty items, with a score distribution at 30 candidates as
shown below. The mean IQ of reported scores on standard batteries is 142,1 at a
mean raw score equivalent to test’s mean. The author makes the hypothesis that
scores do follow normal distribution and calculates respective z-scores.

So, at first glance, this author created a test with a ceiling of 190. Current top scorer
at 172. Fine till here.
So, in a parallel universe, top five testees (the ones who previously scored >=27)
decided that they will submit after spending countless hours and months on this, so
as to crash it, smash it, ace it etc etc.
So, the parallel author has a table as follows. Test ceiling at 182 and top scorer at 174.

Now, let’s see what these testees managed after stressing themselves, losing a lot of
their personal time, divorcing their girlfriend, losing their friends and job, in order to
be in the 180s and 190s.

Nice scores. However, smashing-crashing-earth ruling scores are not to be seen. Why
is that? In simple words, mean score has risen, whereas mean IQ remains the same.
That’s one part. The other part is that SD has risen, too - that means, less IQ points
are gained. The more the high scores, the less “value” they have. Rarity.
“Come on, no one uses z-scores, distribution is not necessarily normal, everyone uses
rank equation”.
So, simple rank equation. That means, 1-1 matching of achieved raw scores to
reported IQs (used only raw scores by people that have reported IQ scores).
As in former example, parallel authors and testees.

So, let’s see what results did hyper-effort bring in this case. It can’t be, we ‘ll get that
190!

Not again?

So, how an this be control? How can we protect tests?
1. Healthy view towards high range tests (the only solution).
2. Bizarre, necessarily time consuming tests. In that case, say goodbye to fun,
reliability, validity. It will only be a strange puzzle awarding IQ scores.
So, take it easy.
PS: I know what some may be thinking. “I will let others take it easy and I will
struggle to achieve a high score and eventually get that 190.” Unfortunately, you will
never be alone at that.
In order things to go straight, it requires “Unus pro omnibus, omnes pro uno” way of
thinking. If other than that, it is simply a dead end. Decency should accompany
intelligence.

